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Abstract— Although advanced wearable robots can1

assist human wearers, their internal faults (i.e., sensors or2

control errors) also pose a challenge. To ensure safe wearer-3

robot interactions, how internal errors by the prosthesis4

limb affect the stability of the user-prosthesis system, and5

how users react and compensate for the instability elicited6

by internal errors are imperative. The goals of this study7

were to 1) systematically investigate the biomechanics of8

a wearer-robot system reacting to internal errors induced9

by a powered knee prosthesis (PKP), and 2) quantify the10

error tolerable bound that does not affect the user’s gait11

stability. Eight non-disabled participants and two unilat-12

eral transfemoral amputees walked on a pathway wearing13

a PKP, as the controller randomly switched the control14

parameters to disturbance parameters to mimic the errors15

caused by locomotion mode misrecognition. The size of16

prosthesis control errors was systematically varied to deter-17

mine the error tolerable bound that disrupted gait stabil-18

ity. The effect of the error was quantified based on the19

1) mechanical change described by the angular impulse20

applied by the PKP, and 2) overall gait instability quantified21

using human perception, angular momentum, and compen-22

satory stepping. The results showed that the error tolerable23

bound is dependent on the gait phase and the direction of24

torque change. Two balance recovery strategies were also25

observed to allow participants to successful respond to26

the induced errors. The outcomes of this study may assist27

the future design of an auto-tuning algorithm, volitionally-28

controlled powered prosthetic legs, and training of gait29

stability.30
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I. INTRODUCTION 34

IT IS impressive that humans can maintain consistent task 35

performance reliably and repeatedly while encountering 36

environmental uncertainty and internal movement variability 37

and noise [1], [2], [3]. The ability to adapt to internal and 38

external changes/errors has been discussed in many motor 39

control theories [4], [5], [6] (e.g., minimize intervention prin- 40

cipal [7]) where errors/changes that do not interfere with the 41

task goal are tolerated by the individual. That is, the individual 42

does not need to correct errors deemed insufficient to disrupt 43

the task performance. It is of interest to know if this ability 44

can be applied to a wearer-robot system. Technology has 45

advanced to the point that wearable robotic limbs, such as 46

robotic prosthetic legs, can be physically attached to humans 47

to replace or augment the human biological limb function. 48

Given that a wearer-robot system is often controlled by 49

two independent mechanisms (human motor control system 50

and machine controller), understanding how the wearer-robot 51

system reacts and adapts to internal and/or external errors of 52

the limb movement control becomes especially important to 53

ensure safe wearer-robot interactions. 54

Specifically focusing on lower limb prosthetic legs, many 55

studies have investigated the biomechanics of balance recovery 56

of humans wearing a passive prosthesis while encountering 57

external perturbations, such as, simulated uneven terrains in a 58

virtual environment [8], [9], obstacle crossing [10], [11], unex- 59

pected external force impact on the pelvis [12], [13], prosthetic 60

misalignment [14] that induce gait instability due to mechan- 61

ical knee-buckling, altered frictional forces and mediolateral 62

foot placement, or reduced toe clearance. These laboratory 63

tasks elicited slips or trips by inducing external disturbances 64

at specific gait phases and found that prosthetics users suc- 65

cessfully adapted their walking strategy to compensate for 66

external errors. Emerging robotic prostheses provide an excit- 67

ing opportunity to restore the function of a missing limb, 68

in terms of power production and intelligent control. However, 69

these robotic devices are also subject to faults in sensors and 70

control commands. For example, to enable seamless terrain 71

transition for a robotic prosthesis, researchers have developed 72
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a locomotion mode recognition system as a high-level pros-73

thesis controller [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]. However, these74

systems occasionally experience sensor faults [20], [21] and75

decision errors (i.e., locomotion model [18], [22], [23], [24] or76

gait phase misrecognition [25], [26]), which causes intrinsic77

control errors in the prosthetic limbs. Therefore, advanced78

wearable robots, although capable of providing new functions79

to assist human wearers, also pose a new challenge to the80

wearer due to the potential creation of internal faults.81

Several open questions therefore remain: 1) how does the82

internal error in the prosthesis limb affect the stability of the83

user-prosthesis system, and 2) how do human wearers react84

and compensate for the potential instability that is elicited by85

an internal error. Answering these questions is imperative to86

ensure the human wearer’s safety, because a prosthesis control87

error might lead to falls and related injuries. By answering88

the first question, we potentially can characterize any internal89

errors and develop robust prosthesis controllers that allow90

wearers to tolerate any inadvertent faults. Answering the sec-91

ond question informs the potential human responses required92

to maintain balance during walking. Overall, addressing these93

knowledge gaps is critical for safe user-prosthesis interaction94

under the initial faults of robotic prostheses. Unfortunately,95

research in this area has been very limited.96

For the first question, previous studies have reported that97

locomotion mode recognition systems for robotic prosthesis98

control have variable effects in the presence of classification99

errors, ranging from no effects to a disruption of the user’s gait100

stability [18], [22], [23]. This observation motivated our team101

to investigate the effect of four types of terrain recognition102

errors when transitioning between level-ground and ramp103

walking on the human’s stability [23]. The results showed104

that not all locomotion mode transition errors cause a user to105

report gait instability, and the effect of the errors depends on106

the type of mode misrecognition, the gait phase when the error107

occurs, and the error duration. That study implied that there108

may be a boundary of control error magnitude in different109

gait phases. Below the boundary, the user-prosthesis system110

can tolerate the error without experiencing gait instability,111

whereas an error above the boundary results in gait disruption.112

Identifying these boundaries could be important to develop a113

robust prosthesis controller that mimics the minimum inter-114

vention principle [27] in human motor control, (i.e., design a115

controller that only corrects an error that would interfere with116

task performance (outside the boundaries)). Unfortunately, the117

previous study [23] only investigated four types of locomotion118

mode misclassification errors, which is insufficient to identify119

such boundaries. For the second question, studying human120

reaction and compensation strategies resulting from external121

perturbations has been studied extensively on amputees who122

use passive or robotic prostheses [28]. However, to our knowl-123

edge, this topic has not been explored in response to intrinsic124

control errors of robotic prostheses.125

Hence, the objectives of this study were to 1) quantify126

the error tolerable bound that does not affect the user’s gait127

stability and 2) systematically investigate the biomechanics of128

wearer-robot systems reacting to internal errors induced by a129

robotic prosthetic leg. Different from our previous study [23],130

we created an experimental design to systematically scan the 131

size of prosthesis control errors to determine the effects of 132

those errors and the tolerable bound. A prosthesis control 133

error simulator was designed to artificially create errors during 134

stance phase that modulated the finite-state machine and 135

impedance control of a powered prosthesis. We focused on 136

stance phase only because prior work established that human 137

wearers are more sensitive to prosthesis control errors during 138

this phase [23]. The effects of the errors on the powered 139

prosthesis and the gait stability of the wearer-robot system 140

were evaluated. We expect that the results of this study could 141

provide insight into wearer-robot interaction and reaction to 142

intrinsic errors of robotic prosthesis and inform the future 143

strategies to ensure the wearer’s safety when walking with 144

intelligent wearable robots. 145

II. METHODS 146

A. Prosthetic Knee and Impedance Finite-State Control 147

We used a powered knee prosthesis (PKP) developed by 148

our research group for this study. Sensors were embedded in 149

the PKP to measure knee joint angle (potentiometer), knee 150

joint angular velocity (encoder connected with the motor), 151

and ground reaction force (GRF) ( load cell, mini 58, ATI, 152

NC, USA) mounted in line with the shank pylon). A multi- 153

function data acquisition card collected all sensor measure- 154

ments at 100 Hz and provided digital-to-analog control output 155

to drive the DC motor through a motor controller (RE40, 156

Maxon, Switzerland). 157

The PKP was controlled based on a finite-state impedance 158

controller (IC) that is an established framework for robotic 159

knee prosthesis control (Fig. 1). The gait cycle was 160

divided into four phases based on the relationship between 161

ground reaction force (GRF), knee angle(θ), and knee 162

velocity(θ̇) [29]: initial double support (IDS, m=1), single 163

support (SS, m=2), swing flexion (SWF, m=3), and swing 164

extension (SWE, m=4). The motion of the PKP was modu- 165

lated by the knee joint torque (τ ) that was generated based 166

on a set of impedance parameters and the real-time knee 167

joint angle (θ) and velocity (θ̇ ). Within each phase, three 168

impedance parameters (IP), stiffness (Km), equilibrium (θem) 169

and damping (Bm) were set at constant (Equation 1). Thus, 170

in total there are 12 IP (4 phases ∗ 3 parameters) that are 171

needed to configure each locomotion mode. 172

τ = Km (θ − θem) + Bm ∗ θ̇ (1) 173

B. Participants 174

Eight non-disabled participants (7 males and 1 female; age: 175

22.8 ± 2.6 years; height: 176.2 ± 2.9 cm; weight: 80.5 ± 176

7.1 kg) and two males with unilateral transfemoral amputa- 177

tion (TF01 age: 24 years; height: 168 cm; weight: 89 kg; 178

Cause of Amputation: Congenital; TF02 age: 66 years; height: 179

166 cm; weight: 65 kg; Cause of Amputation: trauma with 180

over 22 years post-amputation) were recruited in this study. 181

All participants had no comorbidities, such as cardiovascular 182

or neurological problems, that may affect their performance in 183

this study. Subjects were informed of the research procedures 184

and signed a written informed consent form to participant in 185
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of powered knee prosthesis and impedance finite
-state controller. Ground reaction force (Fz), knee joint angle (θ), and
knee joint angular velocity (θ̇) are the direct measured from the PKP.

our protocol – approved by the Institutional Review Board of186

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.187

C. Human-Prostheses Configuration and Training188

All participants were trained to walk with the PKP for at189

least five days (at least 15 hours). The purpose of the training190

was to ensure that all participants adapt to the PKP, were191

confident to walk with the device, and were able to produce192

a consistent gait cycle. All non-disabled participants wore an193

L-shaped bent-knee adaptor to connect the PKP to the bottom194

of the adaptor to create a human-prosthesis system. The195

prosthesis alignment was conducted based on the L.A.S.A.R.196

guidelines [30], and a height-adjustable shoe was used on197

the contralateral side for leveling the height of the hips.198

During training, the desired knee impedance parameters for199

each locomotion mode were calibrated for each participant by200

an experienced experimenter. After training, all non-disabled201

participants fit the criteria as high functional K3 level amputee202

that had the ability to ambulate independently with variable203

cadence.204

Participants revisited the lab twice to complete the experi-205

mental protocol. They were asked to wear the PKP and walk206

on an 8 m pathway with a fall-arrest harness and handrails207

on both sides for protection. The first visit was to determine208

the level ground IP and customize the disturbance IPs that209

simulated the PKP error. The level ground IP was tuned using210

the reinforcement learning based impedance tuning framework211

developed by our team [31]. A tuning policy acts to adjust212

impedance parameters, according to the state of the human-213

prosthesis system. The IP were updated every four gait cycles214

until the knee angle of the PKP varied within a boundary215

(±2 degrees) of the target knee angle profile. Tuning stopped216

when the participant could walk with the tuned IP to perform217

at least eight consistent knee motions (see Fig. 2A for tuned218

and targeted knee angle profile).219

TABLE I
RATED SCORE FOR SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF GAIT INSTABILITY

Errors in this study were imposed on the prosthetic knee 220

joint by switching the level ground IPs to disturbance IPs. The 221

mismatch of IPs mimicked the recognition errors associated 222

with switching terrain, and added a pulse of error torque via 223

the knee controller. The error in this study is characterized by 224

1) the magnitude of errors that corresponded to the perceived 225

gait instability and 2) the onset timing of the error in a gait 226

cycle. We investigated the machine errors only during stance 227

phases (IDS and SS) because errors during these phases have 228

a larger influence on balance stability compared to errors 229

induced during swing [23]. We fixed the error pulse duration 230

to 200 msec and only varied the torque magnitude to change 231

the error size. The selection of 200 msec is based on our 232

previous studies that reported the continuous misclassification 233

in human intent generally lasted no more than 300 msec and 234

200 msec was enough to cause gait instability [23]. Error sizes 235

were scored based on the presence of small (score 1), medium 236

(score 2), and large (score 3) disturbances, based on each 237

participant’s reported level of gait instability (see Table I). 238

D. Approach to Determine the Disturbance Impedance 239

Parameters 240

Considering that any IP that deviated from the current 241

locomotion mode can be regarded as an error, the selection 242

of disturbance IPs are infinite. To simplify the selection as 243

well as ensure that the disturbance IP might actually be used 244

in a real situation, the disturbance IP can be denoted as: 245

Kdist = α (�K ∗ W ) + Klevel (2) 246

θdist = α (�θ) + θlevel (3) 247

Bdist = α (�B ∗ W ) + Blevel (4) 248

where the Klevel , θ level , and Blevel are the IP customized for the 249

participant on level ground walking, the Kdist, θdist, and Bdist 250

are the disturbance IP, W is the participant’s body weight, α is 251

the weighting to scale the amplitude of disturbance level. 252

To determine the �K, �θ , and �B, five sets of IPs tuned 253

for transfemoral amputees on ramp ascent and ramp descent 254

walking were used. The mean of �IP between level ground 255

and ramp ascent/ramp descent modes were calculated in which 256

�K and �B were normalized to the amputees’ body weight. 257

Thus, the relationship amount �K, �θ , and �B are fixed and 258

corresponded to the ramp ascent or descent (values are shown 259

in Appendix Table I). Therefore, the disturbance IP can be 260

generated by assigning an α value to equation 2, 3 and 4. 261
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Since the amount of mechanical change elicited by distur-262

bance IPs is unknown, the magnitude of error is estimated263

using angular impulse around the knee joint because it reflects264

shifts in both kinetics and kinematics when errors happen.265

Several sets of disturbance IPs were calculated by assigning266

α from −10 to 10. The level ground IP, disturbance IPs, the267

mean θ and mean θ̇ from eight gait cycles were applied to268

equation 1 to estimate the change of angular impulse (�L).269

The change of angular impulse is defined as:270

�L = Lerror − Llevel =
∫ t2

t1
τ (t)dt −

∫ t2

t1
τ level (t)dt (5)271

wherein t1 and t2 are 200 msec when an error starts and ends272

at the phase of IDS and SS, respectively; τ (t) is the error273

torque applied to the knee joint; τ level (t) is the knee torque274

recorded from the previous step at the same timing without275

error.276

Note that negative �K and �B could result in negative277

Kdist and Bdist that violates the physical principal of the278

spring - damping system. These negative Kdist and Bdist were279

replaced with a zero and limited the magnitude of positive280

�L provided to some participants in this study. The �L v.s.281

α curve provides a general estimation about the magnitude282

of the error inducing by the disturbance IP. To shorten the283

time to determine the disturbance IPs, a pilot test on two non-284

disabled participants was conducted to obtain the reference285

values of �L in which participants reported small and large286

gait instability caused by the errors (see Fig. 2B).287

The �L v.s. α curve and reference values of �L were288

then used to determine the disturbance IPs expected to induce289

small, medium, and large gait instability. The disturbance IPs290

were systematically tested on each participant by increasing or291

decreasing by 0.2�L starting from the references �L. While292

participants walked on a 8 m pathway, the level ground IPs293

were switched randomly to the disturbance IP for 200 msec294

during one of the gait cycles. To ensure the participants could295

differentiate the source of gait instability, they were asked296

to identify the step where error was induced. The small and297

large disturbance IPs were determined when the participant298

scored the gait instability as 1 and 3, respectively. The mean299

�L of small and large disturbance IPs was then taken as the300

reference values to determine the medium disturbance IPs.301

The systematic testing stopped when the participant scored302

the error as 2. Fig. 2 illustrates the procedure for determining303

the disturbance IPs.304

In total, there were up to 24 disturbance IPs determined for305

2 phases (IDA and SS) X 2 modes (ramp ascent and descent306

�IP) X 3 sizes (Small, Medium and Large disturbances)307

X 2 directions (positive and negative impulse). Zeroing of308

Kdist and Bdist limits the magnitude of the positive impulse.309

Therefore, three participants did not intervene during four310

conditions: IPs for medium and large negative impulse at311

2 phases generated from ramp descent. These conditions were312

replaced by small disturbance IPs.313

E. Data Collection314

All data were collected on the 2nd visit. The participants315

wore the PKP to walk on an 8m pathway at a self-selected316

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the procedure for determining distur-
bance IPs. (2A) An example of the RL-based impedance tuning for the
PKP system within the FSM framework. The red line is the targeted
prosthetic knee angle. Blue line is the fine-tuned prosthetic knee angle
averaged from 8 gait cycles. Black dash line is the phase in the FSM.
The two green dots are the starts of IDS and SS phases where the
knee angle and knee angular velocity were taken to estimate the angular
impulse. (2B) An example to determine the disturbance IPs. Black line
is the ΔL v.s. α curve. The color map indicates the reference range of
ΔL causing the feeling of small and large gait instability from the pilot
testing. Red and blue dots mark the determined disturbance IPs where
participant 1 reported small, medium, and large disturbances during the
systematical testing. Green dot marks the α value where increasing α
results in negative Kdist and Bdist and needs to replace Kdist and Bdist to
zero.

walking speed. Fifteen 3D Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) 317

sensors (MTw Awinda, Xsens, USA), setting a rigid body 318

model with 12 or 13 segments, were used to obtain the 319

kinematics for head, trunk, upper arms, forearms, upper 320

legs, prosthetic lower leg, prosthetic feet, participants’ shank, 321

participants’ feet, and the segments that supported by the 322

L-shaped socket for non-disabled. During walking, the con- 323

troller switched the level ground IP to the disturbance IP 324

at the targeted gait phase with 200 msec duration during a 325

randomly selected gait cycle. The mismatch of IP induced an 326

error to the human-machine system. The order of conditions 327

for 2 ramp �IP and 2 phases were counterbalanced, and the 328

3 error sizes and ±�L were randomized within a trial. Each 329

condition was repeated 7 times, resulting in 168 disturbances 330

for each participant. Rest periods were allowed between trials 331

to avoid fatigue. 332

F. Evaluation of Mechanical Change and Gait Instability 333

The effect of errors on gait instability was evaluated both 334

subjectively and objectively. After walking to the end of the 335

pathway, participants were asked to report a score regarding 336

any perceived gait instability based on a four-scale question- 337

naire (see Table I). If the disturbance was rated larger than 2, 338

the error was considered to cause gait instability. 339

To quantify the safety boundary, the mean of �L from 340

errors that received a perceived gait instability score = 2 was 341
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reported. The mean change of prosthetic knee angle was also342

calculated using equation 6.343

� knee angle =
∫ t2

t1 kneeerror (t) − ∫ t2
t1 kneelevel (t)

t2 − t1
(6)344

wherein t1 and t2 are 200 msec when an error starts and345

ends, kneeerror is the knee joint angle of the prosthetic step346

in which the error was induced; kneelevel is the knee joint347

angle of the previous prosthetic step at the same gait cycle348

timing. � knee angle indicates the deviation from normative349

knee angle due to error (“: +” knee flexion and “:-” extension)350

Whole-body angular momentum (H) about the whole-body351

center of mass (COM) was used as an objective measurement352

of gait stability. Joint positions and segment angular velocities353

were low-pass filtered using a 4th-order Butterworth filter with354

a 6 Hz cut off frequency. The rigid body model was used355

to calculate the participant’s whole-body COM and angular356

momentum. The head was modeled as a sphere, and the other357

segments were modeled as cylinders. Anthropometric mea-358

surements included body weight, height, and segment lengths359

were taken from each participant to accurately reconstruct the360

representative model. For each segment, including the powered361

knee prosthesis, the COM location, the radius of the mid-,362

proximal, and distal radii of the other segments were estimated363

based on the anthropometric dimension of the 50 percentile364

composite subjects from Hanavan [32]. The segment mass for365

each participant was calculated as a percentage of whole-body366

mass based on Leva [33], and the mass of the prosthetic367

foot and shank were measured. The whole-body angular368

momentum ( �H), was calculated as the sum of each individual369

segment’s angular momentum about the whole-body COM370

from the global frame of reference as:371

�H =
∑13

i=1
[
( �Pi

C M − �PC M

)
× mi

( �V i
C M − �VC M

)
+ ↔

I
i �ωi ]372

(7)373

where �Pi
C M and �V i

C M is the position and velocity of ith374

segment’s COM position and velocity. �PC M and �VC M is the375

position and velocity of the whole-body COM’s position and376

velocity. mi is the mass of the ith segment.
↔
I

i
and �ωi are the377

segments’ inertia tensor (3×3) and angular velocity about the378

segment’s COM, respectively. All the variables were calculated379

with respect to the global reference frame.380

It is known that IMU-based motion tracking has a drift of381

the estimated orientation over time due to the gyroscope bias382

and non - homogeneous magnetic field, especially in indoor383

buildings. To correct the drift, we applied a simple solution384

by rotating the �H with respect to the orientation of the pelvis385

sensor to align the y-axis pointing in the walking direction386

(anterior-posterior direction). We selected the pelvis sensor387

because it is close to the whole-body center of mass, which388

is relatively stable, to represent the orientation of walking389

direction.390

The rotation from segment to global frame of reference was391

given from the Xsens file using the quaternion vector (q0, q1,392

q2, q3) with q0 as a real value and q1, q2 and q3 as complex393

numbers. Hence, we can calculate the rotation matrix (RG P)394

describing the orientation of the pelvis segment as: 395

RG P =
⎡
⎣ 1 − 2q2

2 − 2q2
3 2q1q2 − 2q0q3 2q1q3 − 2q0q2

2q1q2 − 2q0q3 1 − 2q2
1 − 2q2

3 2q2q3 − 2q0q1

2q1q3 − 2q0q2 2q2q3 − 2q0q1 1 − 2q2
1 − 2q2

2

⎤
⎦ 396

(8) 397

The rotation of �H from global to pelvis orientation can be 398

denoted as: 399

�HPG = �H × RT
G P (9) 400

where RG P
T is the transpose of RG P , �H is angular momentum 401

from global frame of reference and the �HPG is the rotated 402

angular momentum from global to pelvis frame of reference. 403

Because the PKP errors would cause the irregular knee flexion 404

or extension, the full-body angular momentum in the sagittal 405

plane (“: + ” posterior and “: - ” anterior) was used. 406

The peak magnitude of anterior angular momentum (-|H|) 407

was calculated to quantify the error that resulted from irregular 408

knee flexion, and the magnitude of posterior angular momen- 409

tum (+|H|) was calculated to quantify the error resulting from 410

irregular knee extension. To reduce the variation between par- 411

ticipants, H was normalized in a dimensionless form divided 412

by the participant’s weight, height, and average walking speed. 413

Step length and width were calculated using the position of 414

the prosthetic heel and intact heel to evaluate if the participant 415

regulated these gait parameters as a compensation strategy to 416

recover gait balance. The ground reaction force (GRF) was 417

used to investigate if the participant applied a strategy to 418

avoid the error by delaying the loading of body weight on 419

the prosthetic leg. Delayed loading was defined as the GRF of 420

the prosthetic leg being less than 40% of body weight during 421

the initial 200 msec of the gait cycle. The angular momentum 422

of the trunk and intact leg during the stance phase were also 423

calculated to investigate the regulation of whole-body angular 424

momentum. 425

G. Statistical Analysis 426

Correlation analyses were performed to investigate the error 427

effects on mechanical change and gait instability. Due to non- 428

normal and heteroscedastic data distributions, Spearman’s rank 429

correlation coefficient was performed. Correlation between |H| 430

and �kneeangle was tested to investigate if the change of 431

prosthesis knee angle propagated to the whole - body level and 432

influenced the overall gait instability. The potential correlation 433

between magnitude of |H| and step length/width was tested 434

to investigate if gait instability led to a compensatory step 435

associated with an increased base of support. The significance 436

level was set as α = 0.05. 437

III. RESULTS 438

A. Effect of the Estimated Error Size 439

Fig. 3 demonstrates two representative trials when an error 440

was induced during the SS phase for 200 msec. When the 441

error was applied, the knee angle deviated from the normal 442

knee motion. The large negative (−2.40 kg∗m2/s) and positive 443

(6.88 kg∗m2/s) change of angular impulse (�L) within the 444

200 msec period caused knee flexion and extension respec- 445

tively, resulting in the rated gait instability of 3. 446
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Fig. 3. Two representative trials from participant 4 when the error
occurred at the SS phase for 200 msec. Phase “1-4” represents IDS, SS,
SWF, and SWE, respectively. The red line indicates the timing that the
error was applied. The large negative and positive �L caused knee flex-
ion and extension, respectively, resulted in the rated gait instability of 3.

B. Mechanical Changes on Angular Impulse (Safety447

Bound)448

Fig. 4 and table II shows the mean change of mechanical449

impulse (�L) that occurred with a gait instability rating of450

2 for each participant. The magnitude of mechanical impulse451

change caused by the critical errors varied across different gait452

phases and participants. At the initial double support phase453

(IDS), a larger amount of positive �L (extension impulse)454

on was required for participants to perceive gait instabilities455

compared to error induced negative impulse (flexion impulse).456

At the single support phase (SS), participant 1,3, 5, 7, TF01,457

and TF02 required more negative impulse to perceive gait458

instability.459

C. Angular Momentum460

Fig. 5A - 5D show the trace of H from a representa-461

tive participant as they rated gait instability from 1 to 3.462

In both cases, the change of irregular knee flexion / extension463

showed a significant moderate correlation with the magnitude464

of anterior/posterior |H| (IDS Knee Flexion Errors: ρs <465

−0.212, ps < 0.001; SS Knee Flexion Errors: ρs < −0.207,466

ps < 0.001; SS Knee Extension Errors: ρs < −0.233,467

ps < 0.001). For errors applied during the IDS phase, the468

correlation between irregular knee extension and the peak469

value of posterior |+H| was not significant (IDS Knee Exten-470

sion Errors: ρ = −0.114, p = 0.06). By examining each471

individual in the non-disabled group, we found the traces of472

H demonstrated a double oscillation pattern in some trials.473

This pattern was distinct from other types of errors and474

occurred for non-disabled participant 2 (57%), 4 (55%), 5475

(65%), 6 (45%), and 7 (38%) within all the cases rated with476

instability scores ≥2 (see Fig. 5C). In addition, the results of477

mean anterior and posterior peak |H| demonstrated a lower478

magnitude change in the amputee group compared to non-479

disabled group (see Fig. 5E).480

For the errors that caused gait instability ≥2, the correlation 481

between the H and trunk angular momentum during the stance 482

phase was calculated. A strong to medium positive correlation 483

was found in the non-disabled group and TF 02 (TF02 (R2): 484

IDS Flexion Error: 0.56; IDS Extension Error: 0.38; SS 485

Flexion Error: 0.47; SS Extension Error: 0.36; Non-disabled 486

(R2): IDS Flexion Error: 0.55 ± 0.24; IDS Extension Error: 487

0.40± 0.17; SS Flexion Error: 0.46± 0.13; SS Extension 488

Error: 0.47± 0.12). However, no significant correlation was 489

found in TF01. Fig. 6B shows that TF01 controlled the trunk 490

angular momentum close to zero and was not perturbed by 491

the errors. In addition, we also observed that the angular 492

momentum of the intact leg demonstrated a faster change from 493

posterior to anterior to compensate for the oscillation of whole- 494

body angular momentum in both groups (See Fig. 6A). 495

D. Compensatory Steps, and Ground Reaction Force 496

Participant’s step length and step width were highly variable 497

and showed weak or no significant correlation between the 498

peak anterior and posterior H and step length and width in 499

both groups. A weak significant correlation was found that 500

the participants had the tendency to increase step width when 501

errors were applied at IDS resulted in irregular knee extension 502

(Step width: ρ = 0.12, p = 0.016) and increase both step 503

width and length when errors applied at SS resulted in irregular 504

knee flexion (Step width : ρ = 0.144, p = 0.007; Step 505

Length ρ = 0.213, p < 0.001 :). From the GRF data, 506

we found that three out of eight participants in the non- 507

disabled group hesitated to load their body weight on the 508

PKP. Fig. 7 illustrates a case that the ground reaction force 509

was less than 40% of the participant’s body weight during 510

the initial 200 msec of the gait cycle. The percentage of 511

such an occurrence within all the error cases was 14.88% 512

for participant 4, 7.14% for participant 6, and 8.93% for 513

participant 7. 514

IV. DISCUSSION 515

This study aims to investigate the biomechanics of wearer- 516

robot interaction in responding to the errors applied by a 517

powered prosthetic leg and identify the safety boundary of 518

errors that impact the safe and confident use of powered arti- 519

ficial legs. The effects of errors due to unmatched impedance 520

parameters was quantified based on 1) mechanical change 521

described using angular impulse, and 2) overall gait instability 522

quantified using human perception and angular momentum. 523

Inspired by the minimize intervention principle (MIP) in 524

human motor control [27], a different perspective was taken 525

in this study to investigate the effect of machine errors in 526

the wearer-robot system. It is common that most wearer-robot 527

studies consider errors as failure to the system and aim 528

to pursue a higher accuracy rate or methods to correct 529

the errors (i.e., increase the accuracy of terrain recogni- 530

tion for the volitional controller of powered artificial legs 531

[10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. Instead of regarding 532

all errors are “harmful”, instead we have relied on the user’s 533

feedback to estimate a safety boundary for errors that would 534

not affect gait stability during level-ground walking. Following 535
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Fig. 4. Change of angular impulse at the prosthetic knee joint caused rated scores of gait instability to 2 on two phases for each participant. These
values indicate the safety boundary for the participants.

TABLE II
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF CHANGE OF ANGULAR IMPULSE AT THE PROSTHETIC KNEE JOINT CAUSED RATED

SCORES OF GAIT INSTABILITY TO 2 ON TWO PHASES FOR EACH PARTICIPANT

the MIP, given errors within this bound would not interfere536

with task performance, and thus the prosthesis control can be537

designed to intervene only when the error may elicit physi-538

cal instability (i.e., outside the bound). This approach could539

reduce the number of error corrections, simplify the design540

of control systems, and minimize the control-dependent noise541

while maintaining the safety and robustness of the controller.542

Moreover, the estimated safety boundary from our proposed543

experimental protocol could be applied to auto-tune the control544

parameter of the powered prosthetic leg [34], [35], [36].545

During the tuning process, the control parameters will update546

after every few steps, and the estimated angular impulse can547

be set as the bound of the update interval for the next control548

parameters. Thus, the change of control parameters during549

tuning would not induce a large disturbance to the prosthetic550

user and could make the tuning safer.551

It is noted that the estimated safety boundary quantified by 552

the change of angular impulse at the knee joint is dependent on 553

the gait phase, the direction of torque change, and was varied 554

across participants (Fig. 4). This might be due to individuals 555

having different levels of demand for balance [37], [38]. 556

Firstly, some participants showed a smaller error-tolerant range 557

(TF01, participant 2 and 6) compared to other participants. 558

These participants might be particularly sensitive to errors and 559

felt threatened even when the PKP performed a small, unex- 560

pected changes. Secondly, a small change of negative impulse 561

(knee flexion torque) during the IDS phase was enough for 562

all participants to report gait disturbance compared to the SS 563

phase, and a small positive impulse change (knee extension 564

torque) during the SS phase compared to the IDS phase 565

contributed to 5 out of 8 non-disabled participants and one 566

amputee (TF02) reporting gait instability. This result indicates 567
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Fig. 5. Resultant whole-body and intact leg angular momentum in the
sagittal plane. Fig. A - D demonstrated the traces of H from participant
4 when the errors applied at the IDS caused knee flexion (5A), at the SS
caused knee flexion (5B), at the IDS caused knee extension (5C), and
at the SS causing knee extension (5D). The red, green, and blue lines
indicate the rated gait instability as 3 (L), 2 (M) and 1(S), respectively. The
black brackets mark the average range of H peaks. A projection view of
H versus time is also provided for Fig. 5C as an aside to better illustrate
the distinct pattern of H. The red rectangle highlights the difference in
peaks. Fig. 5E shows the mean anterior and posterior peak |H | when
the applied errors caused knee flexion or knee extension for participants
to report small, medium, and large gait instability, respectively.

that when the error induced torque change is consistent with568

the direction of knee flexion/extension angular change, a small569

change can lead to excessive movement and easily create the570

sensation of gait instability. This observation is consistent with571

the finding in [37] and [39], whereas slips begin later in the572

stance phase (SS in our case), a short and slower slip is enough573

to cause gait disturbance. The slip induced gait disturbance574

is similar to the error caused by knee extension torque in575

this study [40]. Since the error tolerant range is sensitive to576

the phase and direction of torque change, one can consider577

these two essential factors to carefully design the impedance578

parameters for each locomotion mode in each state, so that579

when errors occur, the resulting impulse change could still be580

within the safety boundary to alleviate the effect of error.581

By investigating the biomechanics of wearer-robot inter-582

action in response to errors, we observed some strategies583

that could be used for balance recovery or reduce the effect584

of machine error. As expected, in general, the knee flex-585

ion/extension error affects the whole-body level and showed586

a strong positive correlation between the peak of angu-587

lar momentum (|H|) and mechanical change of knee angle588

Fig. 6. (6A) A representative case of the whole-body, trunk, and intact
leg angular momentum during the period from PKP heel contact to the
intact heel contact for participants with strong correlation between trunk
and whole-body angular momentum. (6B) A representative case of the
whole-body, trunk, and intact leg angular momentum for TF01.

Fig. 7. Representative case for unloading body weight. Left panel
demonstrates a regular gait cycle. Right panel shows that the error
caused knee extension, but the delayed loading of body weight showed
on the GRF resulted in small change of H.

(Fig. 5). In addition, the amputee group showed a smaller 589

value of |H| compared to the non-disabled group (see Fig. 5E). 590

This result aligns with previous studies that the magnitude 591

of H reflects on the level of gait instability and the ability 592

to sufficiently reduce the excessive change of H is crucial to 593

avoid a fall [41], [42], [43], [44]. In this study, two strategies 594

were observed to regulate H. When participants perceived a 595

larger disturbance, they quickly swing the intact leg forward 596

which resulted in a faster change of intact angular moment 597

from posterior to anterior direction. In addition, participants 598

who can maintain stable trunk angular momentum were able to 599

restrain the normal patterns of H, such as TF01 [37], [39], [45] 600

(see Fig. 6B) compared to other participants whose trunk 601

angular momentum oscillated with H (see Fig. 6A). Moreover, 602
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the distinct double oscillation pattern of H found in some603

non-disabled participants might indicate a correction was604

composed of a series of ballistic submovements (e.g., under-605

shooting and overshooting) to counteract the effect of the606

error during a short period [46], [47] instead of applying one607

adjustment to regain stability (see Fig. 5C). It is unclear why608

these participants occasionally required multiple corrections609

and what the pros and cons are for this pattern with respect610

to maintaining gait stability.611

From the ground reaction force data (see Fig. 6C), some612

participants slightly delayed their body weight loading613

(<200 msec) onto the PKP and successfully reduced the614

effect of the error that occurred during IDS to propagate615

to the whole-body level (small change in H was observed).616

This strategy could potentially avoid the terrain misrecognition617

errors for volitional control of powered leg prosthesis. If the618

controllers made a wrong decision in identifying the future619

terrain and switched the control parameters in the swing phase,620

the error due to mismatch of the control parameters could be621

alleviated or noticed by the users by delaying loading of body622

weight.623

The compensation step length and width have no or weak624

association with |H|. One explanation may be multiple viable625

strategies are available such as ‘skate -over’ and ‘walk-over’626

that have been reported previously [40]. These strategies alone627

could lead to disparate foot displacement, as the skate-over628

strategy allows carrying over the large anterior |H| to take a629

longer step, while the walk-over strategy quickly breaks the630

unpreferred rotation with an immediate, short step.631

This study has a number of limitations. The error type in632

this study is associated with mode misrecognition, it is only633

a small subset of the possible internal errors that a prosthesis634

could exhibit. Different control approaches, such as volitional635

controllers or reflex-based controllers, may exhibit internal636

errors that are very different in nature than the ones described637

in this paper. We only studied the errors with a 200 msec638

duration since our previous study showed this is the shortest639

duration to affect balance and is suitable to investigate the640

safety boundary. However, it is unknown whether similar error641

durations will be observed. The repeated trials allowed us to642

expand the error samples and provide a longer exposure time643

for participants to adapt to the errors. However, users may644

adopt different gait strategies knowing that the device is likely645

to experience an error and may walk cautiously or be prepared646

to make balance recovery actions. As such, we cannot rule out647

the possibility that the compensatory actions seen in this study648

may not be fully representative of actions that may be taken in649

the real world. Given that the size and direction of errors were650

randomly provided, it prevents us from systematically studying651

the learning or adaptation process. Thus, further study could652

consider reducing the error types and directly conducting a653

learning study. Moreover, in this study, participants’ feeling654

of gait instability was used to customize the error size. Note655

that some participants were more sensitive to error (small656

error-tolerant range in Fig. 4), and thus, even though the error657

did not disturb gait stability based on the measurement of658

whole-body angular momentum, they tended to interpret the659

error as a potential fall risk. Thus, further study could consider660

the factors that are directly related to the subjective perception 661

of gait instability. 662

V. CONCLUSION 663

This study investigated the biomechanics of wearer-robot 664

systems reacting to internal errors induced by a powered 665

knee prosthesis, and quantified the error tolerable bound that 666

does not affect the user’s gait stability. Two balance recovery 667

strategies: regulating trunk and intact leg angular momentum, 668

and delaying the loading of body weight, were observed for 669

participants to successful respond to machine errors. The error 670

tolerable bound depends on the gait phases, the direction 671

of torque change, and was variable across participants. The 672

outcomes of this study could aid future design of an auto- 673

tuning algorithm, volitionally-controlled powered prosthetic 674

legs, and training of gait stability. 675
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